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Our Approach

Background
■

■

Results

Laser forming uses a laser to selectively heat the
workpiece to create plastic thermal stresses for
controlled deformation or folding

■

Outside-In Folding Strategy

■

■

Sinuous Antenna with Various Tessellations

In practice, laser origami is limited to simple
designs and manual placement of folds due to
lack of computational tools

Target Shape

-

Laser forming complex sinuous antenna with 70
creases using proposed method
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Fail (w/o overlapping cut)

Give a 2D polyhedral net in tree structure, find
the root face;
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Simply folding the child faces into 3D before
the parent faces.
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Due to visibility constraint, if a net has more
than one crease line whose dihedral angle is
less than π/2, then the net is not laser
formable.
-

Challenges
Work Plane Constraint: The laser cutter with a
single laser head can only emit laser vertically
downwards and focus on the z = 0 plane.
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Laser forming can fabricate high resolution
tessellations and smooth curvatures with
competitive efficiency.
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Success (w/ overlapping cut)

Instead of cutting the entire boundary before
folding, we iteratively cut and fold to ensure
the stability of the structure and heat can
escape from the structure.
Extend the boundary of the cut rasterization
area, making a small overlapping between the
neighboring hatches.

Conclusion
■

The 2D laser path is a time series motion
extremely sensitive to timing and scheduling
Must allow a certain time for the substrate to
dissipate heat before applying another laser pass
on the same area.
Assign a timer to each crease, and schedule the
single laser head to make it act as if we have
multiple laser heads.
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Visibility Constraint: The picture on the right
provides an example of how the existing folded
structure might block the visibility between a crease
line (the dashed line) and the laser.

Overlapping Cut

As the number of crease lines increase, the
folding angle and number of laser passes
decrease for each crease line.

End-to-End Fabrication Pipeline
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The fabrication time ranges between 4 and 5
minutes for all models.
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Fake Parallelization
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A low-cost (≈$10K) Full Spectrum Laser with
20 W, 1064 nm fiber laser and the substrate of
75 um thick stainless steel are used.
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Formable Net

To handle the work plane constraint;

§ L−-Formability Analysis
a

Curved Surface

(a) 3D model of the target structure; (b) mesh unfolding and optimization; (c) simulation and verification; (d)
generated laser passes in SVG format; (e) customizing the laser power and time delay settings using our
software called LoCaD and deploying the settings to hardware; (f) laser fabrication;

■

Presented a computational method that can
produce laser formable structures of convex
surfaces.
Our method increases the complexity of laser
forming far more than the manually designed
structures that typically contain only a few
folds.
Limitations and Future Work: A dual-laser
setup will enable us to laser form closed
shapes. Rotating the sheet 180 degrees to
allow the laser to fold the back side of the
substrate.

